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How will 2020 pan out?
Affordability will determine sales.
For the last decade, the
industry grew at around 8
per cent. But with the cur-
rent acquisition cost,
leave double-digit
growth, I don’t think the
industry will grow even at
8 per cent. 

I am talking about entry-level
cars and customers who have to
take loans to buy a car. Suppose the
price of a car goes up by 20 per cent
as it did in 2019. How does one find
the money to buy it? 

But a contraction of the industry
will have a direct hit on gross
domestic product and the $5-
trillion economy plan.
Cars account for 16 per cent of
India’s manufacturing. Clearly a
slowdown in this industry will
affect manufacturing. It will hit
allied industries too. We are seeing
signs of that. The government
should realise that raising taxes on
cars will not increase revenues.

Raise goods and services tax, man-
ufacturing will go down further,
because purchasing power is not
growing. The government has to
think of growing demand. 

There is lesser advantage in
using a diesel car due to parity in
petrol and diesel prices. 

But your rivals are betting big on
diesel…
Yes, Hyundai has said it can put a
diesel BSVI car at about ~50,000
more. But on road, it will still be
~1.70 lakh more. Will a customer pay
that much extra with the small price
difference? In some states, diesel is

costlier than petrol. Then what hap-
pens? So I am not willing to make
any statement as of now.

Why is Maruti Suzuki downbeat
about electric vehicles (EVs)? Your
rivals have launched them.
Our concern is only the affordabil-
ity and availability of technology.
Where are the infrastructure and
batteries? Who will buy my EV?

Can’t a company as big as yours
set up its battery plant?
I can’t. Next you will ask me to build
roads. That’s not my business.

But the transition to EVs will
certainly happen, will it not?
For that, battery technology and the
cost have to stabilise. If the battery
cost comes down to $70, it will
change the game. Maybe somebody
will set up a battery plant. Why isn’t
any reputed firm setting up a bat-
tery plant despite the government
announcing subsidies? Because at
that price, buyers aren’t there.

Affordability will determine sales: Bhargava
> FROM PAGE 1

This follows recent finding by
the Comptroller and Auditor
General (CAG) of India in its
2019 report, bringing out irreg-
ularities and modes of exemp-
tions under the tax provisions. 

On foreign donations, the
audit body pointed out that
during assessment year (AY)
2009-10 to 2014-15, a trust
established in 2008 donated
~430 crore to two foreign uni-
versities, ~232 crore  for cre-
ation of endowment fund,
and ~197 crore for financing a
campus building. 

In this case, Central Board
of Direct Taxes (CBDT) had
initially rejected the claim for
exemption, stating that the
proposed activities of the trust
are not tending to promote
international welfare in which
India is interested and that the
same is not covered for the
purpose of Section 11 of the
Act. However, subsequently
the CBDT reversed its order
and allowed the exemption on
foreign donation retrospec-
tively from AY2009-10 to
AY2016-17 for an amount of
$100 million. Without nam-
ing the trust, the audit body
called this exemption irregu-
lar, pointing out that the rever-
sal of the earlier rejected order
was erroneous as the direct
tax board had no power to
review its own earlier order. It
further added that the tax
impact on account of the
order was to the tune of ~135
crore. The audit body advised
the tax department to review
all trust cases without excep-
tion and ensure that all
exemptions and concessions
allowed to them adhered to
the provision of the Act. 

During a limited follow-
up of charitable trusts based
in Karnataka, Maharashtra,
and West Bengal, CAG
noticed 99 irregularities
involving tax effect of 
~723 crore. It has found diver-
sion of income/ property to
related group trust, exemp-
tion to assessees whose activ-
ities were not charitable in
nature, lack of monitoring,
etc. The matter is back on the
table after the tax department
cancelled the registration of
six Tata trusts in October
2019. These trusts challenged
the move in the I-T appellate
tribunal against the date of
the cancellation. 

The Tata Group is expected to mention
its petition before the Chief Justice of
India in the Supreme Court (SC) on
Monday, which is appealing to squash
the NCLAT order that restored Mistry
as chairman. “The recent media reports
attributed to Ratan Tata and others
questioning the NCLAT judgment
ahead of an important hearing in the
SC, profess an interpretation of corpo-
rate democracy as being one of brute
majoritarianism with no rights for
minority stakeholders. The question in
these legal proceedings is whether the
oppressive actions of a majority that
stifles minority shareholders is beyond
reproach and outside judicial over-
sight,” said Mistry. Globally, and in
India, Mistry said the company law has
evolved to protect the rights of minori-
ty shareholders and strengthen corpo-
rate governance. The Companies Act,
2013, has considerably strengthened
the statutory protections accorded to
minority shareholders from oppressive
conduct of the majority shareholders.
Indeed, for corporate democracy to be
strengthened, all stakeholders must
operate within the ambit of law and
statutorily enshrined protections, said

Mistry. “The founding fathers of the
Tata Group had laid a strong ethical
foundation that cared for all stake-
holders. The relationship between the
Tata Group and the SP Group is one
spanning multiple decades that was
built on common agreement and
mutual faith,” the Mistry statement
said. “The former Tata leaders worked
together with the minority partner to
create value for all stakeholders,” he
added. “I am humbled by the NCLAT
order, which after review of the enor-
mous material on record, recognised
the illegal manner in which I was
removed and the oppressive and prej-
udicial conduct of  Tata and other
trustees,” he said.

“As an 18.37 per cent shareholder, it
is in our own interest to ensure the
group’s long-term success. My family,
although a minority partner, has been
a guardian of the Tata Group for over
five decades. This legal fight has never
been about me. It has always been and
will always be about protecting the
rights of minority shareholders and up-
holding their right to demand a higher
standard of corporate  governance from
controlling shareholders,” said Mistry.

US-Iran...
Equity-market experts expect for-
eign investors to remain nervous
vis-à-vis their allocation for India
and other emerging markets
(EMs). “Foreign investors can turn
to less risky assets. And EMs tend
to be prime candidates for investor
pull-backs whenever there is a risk-
off trade,” said U R Bhat, director at
Dalton Capital Advisors. 

“If this escalates, it won’t bode
well for India. Even a $1 spike in the
crude oil price translates into a sig-
nificant addition to the import bill.
Further, it will put pressure on
inflation and the fiscal deficit and
lead to an overall environment of
uncertainty,” said Jigar Shah, chief
executive officer, Maybank Kim
Eng Securities. Oil is among the
top items on India’s import bill and
a spike in prices can further widen
the fiscal deficit. There were signs
of risk-aversion in global markets
on Friday, with gold spot prices
closing 1.5 per cent higher at
$1,552.2 per ounce. The Dow Jones
Industrial Average (DJIA) and
Nasdaq — the two benchmark
gauges for US stock markets —
closed 0.8 per cent and 0.79 per
cent lower on Friday, respectively.

This was the sharpest decline for
the DJIA and Nasdaq since early
December. Analysts say the Union
Budget, expected on February 1,
will have to factor in risks to
macroeconomic conditions posed
by the stand-off between the US
and Iran.

Meanwhile, the Asian markets
are yet to show any major signs of
panic, but experts say this could
change in the coming weeks. The
Shanghai Composite closed mar-
ginally lower on Friday. The Korea
Composite Stock Price Index
(KOSPI) and Taiwan TAIEX ended
slightly positive. Back home, the
Nifty50 and BSE Sensex closed 0.4
per cent lower. Experts say the
domestic bond markets can also
feel strong tremors of the ongoing
brinkmanship between the US and
Iran.

“The bond prices could come
under pressure if geopolitical ten-
sions flare up and if oil remains at
elevated levels for a longer period
of time,” said Hemal Doshi, vice-
president, treasury, SBI DFHI, a
primary dealer. For India, the
stakes are high due to its sensitivi-
ty to crude oil, and its linkages to
several other economic indicators. 

“Beyond $75 per barrel, Brent

would certainly begin to unnerve
investors,” said Goenka. 

Domestic fund managers had
held a more confident outlook as
global macroeconomic variables
had turned more favourable in the
past few months. However, now
there is a note of caution. 

“Commodity prices have been
inching up because of factors such
as easy liquidity and the China
stimulus. And now suddenly,
geopolitical risks are also putting
upward pressure on energy prices,”
said Navneet Munot, chief invest-
ment officer, SBI Mutual Fund
(MF).  Some fund managers say it
is still too early to predict things. 

“The increase in geopolitical
risks will have a limited impact on
the markets unless crude oil prices
move above $80 per barrel on a
sustained basis, which appears
unlikely,” said Neelesh Surana,
chief investment officer, Mirae MF.

India petrol, diesel prices up for
4th straight day

Petrol and diesel prices rose for
the fourth straight day on Sunday
as global oil prices jumped after the
US killed Qassem Soleimani, a top
Iranian general. Retail pump price
of petrol was hiked by 9 paise per
litre and that of diesel by 11 paise,

according to a price notification of
state-owned fuel retailers. Petrol in
Delhi now costs ~75.54 per litre —
the highest in more than a year,
while a litre of diesel comes for
~68.51. While global stock markets
were mixed following the killing of
Soleimani, oil prices jumped more
than 3 per cent on Friday. Oil mar-
kets will reopen on Monday after
the weekend break. Since January
2, petrol price has increased by 38
paise per litre while diesel rates
have gone up 55 paise. 

Big realtors... 
For the other company, it is a way
of earning additional revenue with
a DM contract.  “DM works where
partners have strong balance
sheets. Today, not many partners
are available. That’s why we invest
our own capital in the land,” said
Mohit Malhotra, managing direc-
tor, Godrej Properties, adding the
company will also earn revenue
from their investment.

Shapoorji Pallonji Real Estate
plans to focus on DM fees from
institutional platforms where
developers and large investors tie
up for a number of projects and

ensure financial closure of a proj-
ect. It is also looking at opportuni-
ties where a bank has restructured
a project and is looking for a DM
partner to develop the project for
them, said Venkatesh
Gopalkrishnan, chief executive at
Shapoorji Pallonji Real Estate.

“Due to liquidity crunch, finan-
cial closure for projects has become
more and more difficult. Shapoorji
Pallonji does not go ahead with a
developer without financial clo-
sure. Hence, some of the DM proj-
ects are going slow,” said
Gopalkrishnan. He said his com-
pany is very careful with the DM
model as it throws the full weight
of its branding, marketing, and
construction teams behind it. 

Currently Shapoorji Pallonji’s
DM business has a fee potential of
~2,500-3,000 crore in the next four
to five years. “We have around 88
million sq. ft of residential devel-
opment in the pipeline, of which
around 12-15 per cent will be DM
projects,” said Gopalkrishnan.

However, some prefer to stay
away from the DM model, owing to
the high brand risk. One such com-
pany is L&T Realty whose chief
executive Shrikant Joshi is aware of
the possible pitfalls. 

I-T Actmay...Not interested to return
as Tata chairman: Mistry

I can’t (set up a battery plant). Next you will ask me
to build roads. That’s not my business”
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